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Foreword:
Welcome everyone to our sunny city of Valencia to join us in what we hope will be
another fruitful international workshop of the Cost Action FA0904 “Eco-sustainable
food packaging based on polymer nanomaterials” chaired by Dr. Clara Silvestre. We
have intended to gather people from all over Europe and other geographical areas in
an attempt to present original and thought provoking talks related to the topic,
which include the presentation of the grand challenges for the EU horizon 2020,
potential toxicology of nanotechs, updates on current nanocomposite developments
for packaging, life cycle analysis (LCA) and even educational aspects of the
nanotechnology. Additionally, there will be room for a number of posters to be
presented during the meeting which should provide a more complete picture of what
is currently being carried out by the COST members and other invited people with
important say in the area. Another relevant event during the meeting is a
continuation for the encounter of early stage young researchers, who will meet up
again to discuss their initiatives as well as the future ahead. On the overall, the
workshop constitutes another opportunity to strengthen the networking among
international laboratories and research groups and will continue to serve as a
launching platform for future joint collaborations in the European arena and also to
establish new friendships. On behalf of the organizing committee I wish you all a
pleasant stay in the warm shores of the Mediterranean, in a modern city full of
accessible history, where you can enjoy our fire-related festivals while tasting
delightful local gastronomy.
Dr. J.M. (Chema) LAGARON
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PET/CaCO3 nanocomposites: from
matrix/filler interactions to macroscopic
properties
R. Avolio, G. Gentile, M. Avella, C. Carfagna, M. E. Errico
Institute of Polymer Chemistry and Technology (ICTP), National Research
Council
via Campi Flegrei 34, 80078 Pozzuoli (Italy)
mariaemanuela.errico@ictp.cnr.it

ABSTRACT
The development of transparent polymeric materials with high gas barrier and good
thermal and mechanical properties is an important goal for the industrial research in
the packaging sector. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) finds wide applicability in this
field due to its transparency, suitable gas barrier and relatively low cost; however,
higher gas barrier and better thermo-dimensional stability are required to open the
way for new applications, like the storage of highly oxygen-sensitive foods and the
production of hot-fill containers.
With the aim of enhancing PET properties, nanocomposites containing a non toxic,
cheap nanofiller (precipitated calcium carbonate) were prepared by melt mixing. To
enhance polymer/filler interactions, a proper coupling agent (TPET) was synthesized,
modifying PET chain ends with trimellitic anhydride groups. The addition of TPET
enhanced polymer/filler interactions: TEM micrographs evidenced an effective
reduction of particle clustering, while solid state NMR analysis highlighted a
perturbation of PET amorphous phase structure, with the appearance of a partial
ordering revealed by a change in chain conformation. As a consequence, in
compatibilized materials an increase in the glass transition temperature (+ 8°C) was
recorded, and oxygen permeability was greatly reduced (- 75%). These findings can be
explained in terms of better dispersion of the filler and lower free volume of the
perturbed amorphous phase.
To highlight the effect of interactions on polymer structure, polymer/filler interface
was simulated adsorbing TPET and PET onto PCC particles from a tetrachloroethane
(TCE) solution. Unexpected thermal behavior and chain conformations were shown by
the adsorbed polymeric phase. The formation of a partially ordered amorphous phase
was again evidenced and attributed to the constraint that the inorganic surface exert
on adsorbed polymer chains.
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Barrier coatings deposited by PECVD and
RF sputtering for food packaging
applications
Hynek Biederman, Lenka Hanyková, Andrei Choukourov, Pavel
Solař, Oleksandr Polonskyi, Anna Artemenko, Dana Slavínská,
Jaroslav Kousal, Ondřej Kylián
Charles University, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Prague, Czech
Republic
bieder@kmf.troja.mff.cuni.cz

ABSTRACT
Oxide coatings such as SiOx or AlxOy and hydrocarbon plasma polymers (C:H) or
amorphous hydrogenated carbon films (a-C:H) have been deposited on
homopolymeric foils as an alternative to expensive commercially available multilayer
polymer food packaging materials. Their basic properties relevant for food packaging
applications and possible methods of their production are discussed. Related to later,
plasma polymerization of n-hexane for deposition of C:H films is briefly described.
Subsequently, the application of reactive DC magnetron sputtering for deposition of
AlxOy films and RF planar magnetrons for RF sputtering of SiO2 and polymeric targets
are mentioned. In all cases the characterization of deposition process by optical
emission spectroscopy is presented. Chemical composition of deposited films is
determined by means of XPS and FT-IR, their morphology and mechanical properties
are measured by AFM, wettability is studied by a sessile drop method and optical
properties are measured by UV-VIS spectrometry. An assessment of barrier properties
was attempted using a new apparatus for gas permeability measurements that was
developed following the concept of so called dynamic method of measurement of gas
permeability through the foils. This method is based on measuring the evolution of
pressure rise in a vacuum chamber separated from the surrounding environment by
tested polymeric foil.
In conclusion, potential of new nanocomposite films such as SiOx/hydrocarbon plasma
polymer for food packaging is discussed as well as possible application of antibacterial
nanocomposite films Ag/plasma polymer.

This work was supported by COST CZ grant LD11032.
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NanoŠmano vs. wetPONG - Experiences in
Outreach and Education at the
BioNanoInterface
Marc R. Dusseiller 1,2 , Erik Reimhult 3, ŠpelaPetrič ,1,4,8, Gorazd
Planinšič5, Bengt Sjölén 1,6,Urs Gaudenz 1,7, Jurij Krpan 8
1

International Hackteria Society, Switzerland
School for Lifesciences, FHNW, Switzerland
3
Dep of Nanobiotechnology, BOKU Wien, Austria
4
Institute of Biochemistry, Faculty of Medicine, UL, Ljubljana, Slovenia
5
Faculty for mathematics and physics, UL, Ljubljana, Slovenia
6
Automata, Stockholm, Sweden
7
Technik & Architektur, HSLU, Switzerland
8
Kapelica Gallery, Ljubljana, Slovenia
2

marc@dusseiller.ch

ABSTRACT
The scientific and technological endeavours currently being conducted on the scale of
a few nanometers have led to a merging of disciplines from biology, physics, material
science and engineering. At the nanometerwide interface of technological artefacts to
living systems various phenomena occur that needs a broader approach for
understanding, manipulation and utilization. To be able to conduct such
transdisciplinary research projects new ways of communication and collaboration are
now being established, which also need to be founded on new methods in education
for young scientists. While these future hybrid-devices are being promised to lead to
magnificent improvements in the quality of life, sustainability or market potential, they
also raise fears and misconceptions in the general public. We will try to conclude from
personal experiences in the framework of the hackteria network (1) and in educational
projects with students in life sciences, game-designers, artists, hackers and children,
how these issues can be approached. During these transdisciplinary collaborations we
have developed new concepts, which include hands-on, interactive experimentation
combining technology and living systems, methods of cultivating creativity across
disciplines and public dissemination of Bio- and Nanotechnology.
NanoŠmano - Šmall Matter
In the second edition of the ‘NanoŠmano’ project (the first phase, dubbed
‘NanoŠmano, NanoPunk and the Hacking of Future’, was presented at Kapelica Gallery
6
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in September 2010) we were starting a new investigation into the physical and
aesthetic potential of various materials at nanoscale. The workshop, featuring artists,
hackers and scientists, aimed to present the potentials of creative use of
nanomaterials in critical and playful artistic processes. It offered an interesting
opportunity for visitors to go hands-on with the mythologised and mystified field of
nanotechnology as it leaves the shrines and bunkers of technology labs, and get a
sense of scale, which is increasingly becoming an invisible layer in which our bodies are
wrapped. The temporary lab was located in the city centre of Ljubljana, Mestni trg 15,
and pulled out of the traditional gallery environment in order to bring group
exploration closer to accidental visitors; we believe the world of nanomaterials is a
topic that could and should interest everyone (i).
wetPONG
wetPONG, Platform for Hybrid-Games, Micro- and Nanotechnology and Life Sciences,
introduces a
creativity approach to project based learning (PBL) in microfluidics using a game
concept, inspired by computer games, and the use of open-source software and
hardware. It has started during a semester course, WS08/09, for the bachelor in life
science technologies at the University of Applied Science Northwestern Switzerland
(FHNW). Project based learning is an approach for classroom activity that emphasizes
learning activities that are long-term, interdisciplinary and student-centered (ii). It can
best be defined as instruction relating questions and technology relative to the
students everyday lives to classroom projects. Students form their own investigation of
their own group, which allows them to develop valuable research skills. The students
engage in design, problem solving, decision making, and investigative activities. It
allows students to work in groups or by themselves and allows them to come up with
ideas and realistic solutions or presentations.
Acknowledgements: Stefan Doepner, Boštjan Leskovšek, Aleš Loren, Borut Savski,
Andrej Meglič, René Bauer, SGMK, Janos Vörös, Sung-Sik Lee, Uwe Pieles, hackteria
network, Yashas Shetty, Martin Willeke, Sandra Sajovic, Marcus Textor, Erik Zupanič

i

Hackteria | Open Source Biological Art at <http://hackteria.org/>
Barron, B.J.S. et al. “Doing with Understanding: Lessons from Research on Problem- and Project-Based
Learning”, Journal of the Learning Sciences, 1998, 7, 271-311.
ii
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Improvement strategies of starch film
properties. Addition of lipid or other
hydrocolloids.
Alberto Jiménez, Amparo Chiralt, María José Fabra
Instituto de Ingeniería de Alimentos para el Desarrollo. Universitat
Politècnica de València. 46022. València (Spain).
mafabro@doctor.upv.es

ABSTRACT
Corn starch films are odourless, tasteless, non-toxic and biodegradable. However,
these films are brittle and have poor mechanical properties. The main method for
reducing the brittleness of starch films is to add plasticizers but another approach to
overcome this aspect is to blend starch with other polymers. Otherwise, the
application of starch films is limited by their poor water vapour barrier properties.
In a first approach to solve the hygroscopicity and crystallization problems of starch
films, the effect of adding fatty acids on the physico-chemical properties, and their
changes during storage, in starch films was evaluated. Fatty acid addition did not
notably improve the water vapour permeability of the films and, in all cases, the
degree of starch crystallization increased during storage time.
On the other hand, the capacity of sodium caseinate (NaCas) to form films with
appropriate properties is well-known. So, starch-NaCas blends films were also studied.
The addition of NaCas to starch matrices reduced the degree of crystallinity of starch
films and inhibited starch re-crystallization during film storage. Mixtures of both
hydrocolloids provided films which was less stiff but more flexible and deformable
than pure starch films, with similar water vapour permeability values. The
rearrangement of polymer chains during storage caused a loss of mechanical
resistance and stretchability in blend films. Films prepared using mixtures of both
hydrocolloids showed better potential applications than pure starch films, mainly due
to the inhibition of starch crystallization which implies undesirable changes in the
film’s mechanical behaviour.
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Polymeric nanocomposites based on TiO2
with antimicrobial properties
Marta Fernández-García
Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Polímeros (ICTP-CSIC), Madrid, Spain
martafg@ictp.csic.es

ABSTRACT
Infections by pathogenic microorganisms are of great concern in many areas,
including the food packaging industry. Therefore, the use of potent and/or specific
antimicrobial systems will help to alleviate, battle and/or eliminate these infections,
which means an improvement in the state of well-being. In this sense, polymers due to
their unique properties are extensively and efficiently employed for this purpose;
those polymers that exhibit antimicrobial activity by themselves; those whose biocidal
activity is conferred through their chemical modification; those that incorporate
antimicrobial organic compounds with either low or high molecular weight; and those
that involve the addition of active inorganic systems. These latter, and in particular,
the nanocomposites have increased their possibilities during the last decade. Here, the
preparation, the physic-chemical and antimicrobial properties of nanocomposites
based on nanometric titanium dioxide, TiO2, are presented. After ultrasonic dispersion
of nanoparticles, the nanocomposites were prepared through a melt compounding
process without incorporation of coupling agents. The selected polymer matrices were
ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymer, EVOH, and isotactic polypropylene, iPP, which are
widely utilized in food packaging. TiO2 was chosen since it is an inert, nontoxic, and
cheap material whose use does not require any release from the nanocomposite
material but has potential activity against all kinds of microbes. Under light excitation
with energy above the TiO2 band gap (3.2 eV), the formation of energy rich electronhole pairs is produced. Such charge carriers are able to interact with microorganisms
rendering biocidal properties to the TiO2-containing nanocomposite materials. A safe
and cost-effective technology of universal application can be established from these
obtained results as an alternative to current inorganic- and organic-based biocidal
agents.
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Nanomedicine: Evaluation of toxicity
induced by nanomaterials
África González-Fernández, Mercedes Peleteiro, Tamara
Lozano, Rosana Simón
Inmunology, Biomedical Research Center, University of Vigo, Spain
africa@uvigo.es

ABSTRACT

Nanotechnology is providing a large variety of new nanomaterials which are finding
many applications in various fields, such as Medicine, energy, food, or computing, as
many others. Nanostructures are much more complex than small pharmaceutical
drugs or materials in micro or macro size range, and it has been shown that some
nanomaterials can induce toxicity at several levels (for example, they can induce
pseudoallergy due to complement activation, genotoxicity, inflammation or cell
death), which should be carefully studied. The evaluation of the potential damage
induced by nanomaterials is not a trivial task. Due to their intrinsic characteristics,
many conventional toxicological studies cannot be used, and new methods are
urgently needed. The toxicity induced by nanomaterials depends on many factors
such as size, form, composition, charge, coating, aggregation, biodegradability,
catalytic properties or combination with other biological components. Moreover,
toxicity is strongly dependent on the route of entry, tissue localization and
biodistribution capacity of the nanomaterials (to induce local or systemic problems),
and on their elimination rate. Many tests in vitro and in vivo must to be performed
and new methods and techniques are being using in the last years. Efforts by
researchers and companies should go in the direction of standardization of techniques,
reproducibility of nanomaterials and working under safety conditions. Finding high
throughput methods that allow the characterization of a great variety of nanomaterials
that are being produced worldwide, it is another challenge for the nanotechnology
industry and for researchers.
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Sustainability assessment and challenges
related to development of new flexible
packaging
Catharina Hohenthal, Sini Veuro
VTT, Espoo, Finland
catharina.hohenthal@vtt.fi

ABSTRACT
This abstract presents the sustainability assessment of a new flexible paper package using life
cycle assessment (LCA) and strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats (SWOT) analysis. The
technical challenge in the Flexpakrenew project was to develop a flexible paper from
renewable resources to reduce packaging industry’s reliance on barrier films that are derived
from petroleum. The packaging paper is based on multi-layered structure, mostly from
renewable raw materials. Package should also achieve barrier properties for primary food
packaging.
Three different cases were assessed: A reference case and two Flexpak cases. Reference case
consisted of substrate, printable coating, and converting process. The substrate layer (base
paper) was the same in the Reference case and in the multi-layered Flexpak cases.
The goal of the Flexpakrenew project goals was to substitute the petroleum based layers with
bio based materials and increase the biodegradability of the new packaging material. The
percentage of bio based materials was increased from zero to circa 50-60% in the Flexpak
cases.
In the first phase of the Flexpakrenew project many possibilities for renewable raw materials
were considered. Two starches and one cellulose derivative were selected for LCA screening.
All of them showed positive trend on climate change impact and fossil depletion impact
categories. Later on, one of the starches was selected to the Flexpak cases because its
applicability and availability on the markets. Potential environmental aspects and impacts have
been evaluated applying LCA according to the ISO 14040 and 14044 standards.
Improved environmental performance was one of the goals in Flexpakrenew project. This was
studied with life cycle impact assessment method ReCiPe (1) midpoint assessment. Highlighted
goals of the project were reduced greenhouse gas emissions and reduced use of petroleum
based materials. For this purpose climate change and fossil fuel depletion categories of ReCiPe
method were applied. Their results indicated that the reference case had the highest climate
change impact.
1

http://www.lcia-recipe.net/
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Plankton, particles, packaging
Geoffrey Hunt
Centre for Bioethics & Emerging Technologies St Mary's University
CollegeLondon, United Kingdom
hintg@smuc.ac.uk

ABSTRACT
Packaging must be reduced, made biodegradable and otherwise designed not to harm
plankton, especially phytoplankton. There is growing evidence that some engineered
nanoparticles (ENPs) harm plankton. Phytoplankton (including green algae) contain
chlorophyll and are found in all the world’s oceans, in temperate areas, producing
about 50% of the oxygen we breathe. They also take up surface CO 2, so are
instrumental in managing climate change. They are vital to the global ecosystem, being
at the bottom of the food chain, and thus support the fishery industry.
Fragments and particles of plastics pollute the oceans, including a huge gyre in the
north-central Pacific, and these interfere with planktonic and other marine life.
Phytoplankton is fragile and already being damaged, and research shows that since
1950 there has been phytoplankton decline of about forty percent (40%). This may be
caused by increasing sea surface temperature and is of great concern. Pollution and
over-fishing may be related.
A 2010 research paper (1) indicates that ZnO nanoparticles significantly depressed
growth rate in the four tested species of phytoplankton. Another study showed that
ZnO ENPs toxicity to the marine diatom Thalassiosira pseudonana could be solely
explained by zinc ion (Zn2+) release (2). Other researchers have found that even normal
levels of UV sunlight are sufficient to cause TiO2 ENPs suspended in seawater to kill
phytoplankton (3). Such studies constitute proof of concept for marine nanotoxicology,
although it is unlikely there is significant damage yet.
These need further investigation since ZnO, TiO2 and other ENPs are becoming a
common ingredient of certain consumer goods. Nanomaterials that could be designed
into polymers for packaging functionality could have implications for the marine
ecosystem. These should be tested for ecotoxicity at the design stage.
1

Environ. Sci. Technol., 2010, 44 (19), pp 7329–7334
Environ. Toxicol. & Chem., 29(12) 2814–2822, Dec. 2010
3
R. Miller et al, ‘Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) Nanoparticles Are Phototoxic to Marine Phytoplankton’, online journal PLoS
One, 2012
2
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Experimental Nano and Micro Mechanics
in Nanomaterials Characterization
R. Kotsilkova, E. Ivanov, I.Borovanska
Open Laboratory of Experimental Micro and Nanomechanics (OLEM),
Institute of Mechanics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria
kotsilkova@imbm.bas.bg

ABSTRACT
Mechanics and nanomaterials are essential elements in all of the transcendent
technologies, thus recently experimental mechanics gained increasingly importance in
nanomaterials characterization. The challenge of performing complex mechanical
measurements, for which multidisciplinary engineering problems have to be solved is
very important. Hence, novel methods and experimental techniques are recently
proposed in use for micro- and nanomechanical characterization of nanostructured
materials. New measurement tools, which can be integrated into high-resolution
imaging instruments, are necessary in order to make further advances in the
mechanics of nanomaterials.
In the present review the potential capacity of nano and micromechanics on
investigating nanostructured materials are presented. Various nanometrology
techniques and characterization tools used in nano/micro mechanics and tribology are
described in details. The methodology and authors’ research activities and experience
are summerized in the areas of a) Nano and microindentation, b) Atomic force
microscopy (AFM), c) Profilometry, d) Wear, friction and scratch resistance techniques
to characterize and evaluate the performance of nanocomposite materials. Examples
and experimental results are obtained from nanoindentation tests and AFM on
thermosetting and thermoplastic polymers and their nanocomposites containing
multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) and studied as an example of soft materials,
these having different structure and homogeneity. AFM scans on pharmaceutical drug
carriers are performed, in particular on solution of poly(vinyl acetate) latex in water.
Microindentation and microtribological investigations on polypropylene/MWCNT and
polypropylene/rice flakes nanocomposites as well as on epoxy/alumina
nanocomposites are obtained in OLEM Research Laboratory and discussed in details.
The given examples justify the need of various analytical tools and in depth analysis to
describe the complex nature of nanostructured materials for packaging applications.
Keywords: nanoindentation, nanoscratch, AFM, microindentation, microtribology, friction and
wear, microscratch, adhesion at scratch, 3D profilometry
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Biocomposites vs conventional polymers:
LCA in practice
A. Iwanczuk1; M.A. Kozlowski1; A.L. Roes2; M.K. Patel2; C. Halimi3
1

Material Recycling Center of Excellence, Wroclaw University of
Technology. Poland.

2

Department of Science Technology and Society, Copernicus Institute,
Utrecht University. The Netherland.
3

Laboratory of Macromolecular Materials, Department of Materials,
National Institute of Applying Sciences (INSA), Villeurbanne Cedex, France.
andrzej.iwanczuk@pwr.wroc.pl

ABSTRACT
A comparative cradle-to-grave Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) was performed for different
composites made of polylactic acid (PLA) and for the petrochemical polymers,
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polypropylene (PP). The object of the study is a
panel which could either be part of housing of a consumer good such as a panel for
display stand (stationary application) or an interior panel of a car (mobile application).
Only one environmental indicator is studied, i.e. non-renewable energy use (NREU).
The composites included in the comparison are PLA/pyrogenic silica, PLA/flax fibers,
PP/Flax fibers, PLA/starch and PLA/starch/hemp. These composites are compared to
pure PLA, to PP, and to PET. Among all these materials, PLA/flax shows the best result
for both applications. For stationary application, the NREU savings amount to up to
nearly 65% compared to PET and more than 50% compared to PP. For mobile
application, the NREU savings amount to up to nearly 60% compared to PET and more
than 50% compared to PP. By decomposing the results, for the stationary application,
we find that by far most (two thirds) of the savings, offered by the PLA/flax composite
(without wind credits), in comparison with PET are enabled by lower energy
requirements for the production and disposal of the materials (NREU), nearly one third
is related to the increased stiffness (Young modulus) and a negligible share is related to
the lower density. According the decomposition of PLA/flax compared to PP for the
stationary application, half of the savings offered by the lower cradle-to-grave energy
(20%) and the Young modulus (45%) are compensated by the larger density (35%). For
the mobile application, the influences are following the same tendencies. A graphical
decomposition permits to conclude that for the comparison with PET, the Young
14
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modulus has the main influence (50%), and also for the comparison with PP the young
modulus gains the upper hand (60%). In view of its advantage of being derived from
renewable resources, PLA/flax composites could hence play an important role as
substitute of petrochemical polymers.
NOTES
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Soarnol NC7003: A High Barrier Novel
Food Packaging Nanocomposite
J.M. Lagarón
Novel Materials and Nanotechnology Group, IATA-CSIC, Valencia, Spain
lagaron@iata.csic.es

ABSTRACT
This talk will present the result of a five year nanocomposite development, currently traded as
Soarnol® NC7003, between our research group at IATA-CSIC and the nanotech company
NanoBioMatters S.L. (Paterna) of which I am the company Founder, which resulted in the
recent global licensing for product commercialization to the Japanese ethylene vinyl-alcohol
(EVOH) copolymer manufacturer Nippon Gohsei Corporation, Japan. This nanocomposite
which is based on an engineered kaolinite provides to EVOH resins with superior barrier
properties across the whole humidity range and well as water vapour sterilization or retorting
resistance. The reason for picking up this topic to close the workshop is to demonstrate the
industrial potential of our work to turn nanotech technologies devised in labs into valuable
products for the food packaging sector, and in turn in increased consumer convenience.
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Development of biodegradable packaging
for shelf-life fatty aliments.
Nuria López
AIMPLAS, Paterna, España
nlopez@aimplas.es

ABSTRACT
AIMPLAS has focused on the development of new biodegradable packaging material
for packaging food.
In the case of many perishable foods, the main degradation mechanism is oxygen, so it
is necessary to protect the product of this gas by using a protective atmosphere (MAP)
and employing materials with low barrier properties.
The project has used biodegradable and compostable materials, optimizing the
amount of material used for manufacturing, to obtain a package with the minimum
thickness.
The container obtained was characterized to know their barrier properties, migration,
mechanical properties and composting among others.
The container developed shows high barrier in conditions of 0% relative humidity, and
a medium barrier compared with PET or PVC, for conditions of high relative humidity
(75%).
Varying the thickness of the layers forming part of the packaging, it is possible to
adjust the permeability regarding the requirements of a specific food.
The migration results obtained were higher for the aqueous simulant, indicating that
the package is not suitable for containing aqueous foods. In contrast, fatty simulants
values are much lower and below the limit set by the regulations, so we can conclude
that the package developed in this project is suitable for fatty foods.
Regarding the analysis of the mechanical properties of package, the compression tests
shows that the package developed can support the requirements.
The compostability results of the material developed show that the new package
fulfills the biodegradability according to EN 13432: loss of 90% of its mass in a
maximum of 6 months.
The material developed also ensures the fulfilling of the other relevant properties that
are included in the standard: disintegration, ecotoxicity and the evaluation of compost
quality.
According the results obtained in the project, the new package developed is suitable to
fatty food, like cheese, with specific barrier requirements.
17
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Strategies for improving the dispersion of
bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers in PLA
melt compounding nanocomposites with
interest in packaging applications
Marta Martínez-Sanz, Amparo López-Rubio, José María Lagarón
Novel Materials and Nanotechnology Group, IATA-CSIC, Valencia, Spain
mmartinez@iata.csic.es

ABSTRACT
The present work reports on the development and characterization of novel
nanocomposite materials obtained through melt compounding based on a PLA matrix
reinforced with bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers (BCNW). Several pre-incorporation
methods were developed for enhancing the dispersion of BCNW in the final
nanocomposites (1,2) and compared to the direct melt mixing of BCNW with the
polymeric matrix. The outstanding properties of bacterial cellulose, such as high
crystallinity, high degree of purity, low density and biocompatibility make this material
attractive to be used as reinforcing agent in nanobiocomposites (3,4,5).
BCNW were incorporated into PLA fibres by means of electrospinning and into EVOH
by solution precipitation and subsequently melt mixed with the PLA matrix, thus
obtaining nanocomposites with loadings of 1-3 wt.-% BCNW. Morphological studies
using SEM and TEM confirmed an optimized dispersion of the nanofiller in the
nanocomposites produced by applying these pre-incorporation methods, whereas a
high level of agglomeration took place when directly melt mixing BCNW with PLA. In
particular, the electrospinning technique led to the greatest level of dispersion for
loadings up to 3 wt.-%.
An optimized dispersion of BCNW was observed to be critical for enhancing the barrier
and mechanical properties of the nanocomposites. Thus, for concentrations around
the percolation threshold, i.e. 2-3 wt.-% BCNW, nanocomposites produced by the
electrospinning pre-incorporation method showed an increase of ca. 17% in the elastic
modulus and ca. 14% in the tensile strength and still preserved the ductility of pure
PLA. Additionally, as a result of the high level of dispersion and matrix-filler adhesion,
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water permeability and oxygen permeability at 0%RH were decreased up to 43% and
49%, respectively.
This study proved that the electrospinning technique may be used as a vehicle for the
incorporation of highly dispersed BCNW into PLA, resulting in nanobiocomposites with
improved mechanical and barrier properties which may be of interest for packaging
applications.
1

Lagaron, J.M.; Martinez-Sanz, M.; Lopez-Rubio, A.; Patent Application P201030663.
Lagaron, J.M.; Martinez-Sanz, M.; Lopez-Rubio, A.; Patent Application P201131951.
3
Millon, L.E.; Wan, W.K. J. Biomed. Mater. Res. Part B, 2006, 79B, 245–253.
4
Park, W. I.; Kang, M.; Kim, H. S.; Jin, H. J. Macromol. Symp., 2007, 249-250, 289–294.
5
Wan, Y.Z.; Luo, H.; He, F.; Liang, H.; Huang, Y.; Li, X.L. Compos. Sci. Technol., 2009, 69, 1212-1217.
2
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Influence of the nanoparticle content on
the thermal decomposition of some
bionanocomposites as materials for
food packaging
Manuela-Tatiana Nistor, Cornelia Vasile
"Petru Poni" Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry, Department of
Physical Chemistry of Polymers, 41A Gr. Ghica Voda Alley, 700487, Iasi,
Romania.
manuela.pintilie@icmpp.ro

ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to establish the effect of the content of some nanoclays such as
Nanocor I28 and Peruvian clay on the thermal decomposition of the nanocomposites
of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and starch intercalated hybrids. The thermal behaviour of
the 50% PVA/50% starch blend and its nanocomposites with a content of 1-5 wt. %
nanoclay has been investigated by thermogravimetric analysis coupled with FT-IR and
mass spectrometry. The volatile products of the blend and nanocomposites were
studied by in situ vapor phase FT-IR spectra and mass spectrometry techniques under a
controlled temperature/time programme. It has been established the optimum
content of nanoclay which assures the improved thermal stability namely 2-4 wt%
Nanocor I28 and 3 wt % Peruvian clay. The PVA/starch/clay nanocomposites show a
completely different degradation product distribution pattern depended on nanoclay
content. It has been established that increasing Nanocor I28 content the thermal
characteristics are enhanced and the evolution of some degradation products is
hindered, while the increasing Peruvian clay content its catalytic role is much evident
and also fragments with higher molecular weight are formed the composition of he
decomposition products being more complex.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: We are grateful for the support received from COST FA0904
action and Marie Curie FP7 program, grant PIRSES GA-2009-247550.
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Physicochemical and functional
characterization of different pNIPA
nanohydrogels for active packaging
purposes
Clara Fuciños, Pablo Fuciños, María Luisa Rua, Nelson Guerra,
Lorenzo Pastrana
Department of Analytical and Food Chemistry - University of Vigo,
Ourense, Spain
pastrana@uvigo.es

ABSTRACT
Due to the swelling properties of poly (N-isopropylacrylamide) nanohydrogels (pNIPANH) can be loaded with food preservatives and used for the controlled release of these
molecules as response to temperature trigger. Copolymerization of pNIPA-NH with
acrylic acid in different proportions modifies the physicochemical properties of
particles and consequently also the extent of temperature response as well as their
kinetic release patterns.
Different pNIPA-NH with acrylic acid were synthesized and characterized in order to
link their physicochemical properties with their functional performance as smart
release devices for active packaging. Measures of mean particle size, Zeta potential,
lower critical solution temperature at different pH values and differential scanning
calorimetry were performed and related with the proportion of the acrylic acid in the
polymers.
To assess the suitability of the pNIPA-NH as smart release devices, two polymers with
different deliver behavior were loaded with pimaricin (an antibiotic commonly used as
a food additive to control the growth of yeasts and moulds) and their antimicrobial
effectiveness was tested in a food model systems as well as a real foods.
Inhibition of Saccharomyces cerevisiae growth was achieved when pimaricin loaded
pNIPA-NH were added to liquid or plate agar culture medium (food models) and
cheese or grape must (real foods). The antimicrobial effect was higher when the
temperature is increased as well as when were applied under acidic conditions and
21
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darkness. Independently of the pNIPA-NH composition, the specific efficacy of
pimaricin released from pNIPA was higher than those obtained when free soluble
pimaricin was added to the assay. These facts indicating that the nanohydrogels could
act protecting the biomolecule under these particularly harsh conditions. The results
obtained suggest that pNIPA-NH are suitable as release device for active packaging.
NOTES
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Layered double hydroxides and their
potential role in future PNFP
David Plackett1, Nathalie Gerds2,4, Hans Christian Bruun
Hansen2, Christian Bender Koch2, Vimal Katiyar3 and Jens Risbo4
1

Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering, Technical
University of Denmark, Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
2
Department of Basic Sciences and the Environment, Faculty of Life
Sciences, University of Copenhagen, Frederiksberg, Denmark
3
Department of Chemical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology,
Guwahati, India
4
Department of Food Science, Faculty of Life Sciences, University of
Copenhagen, Frederiksberg, Denmark
dapl@kt.dtu.dk
ABSTRACT
Layered double hydroxides (LDHs), otherwise known as anionic clays or hydrotalcitelike minerals, are generally represented by the empirical formula
[Ma1-xII
MbxIII(OH)2]x+[An- x/n]x- ·mH2O, in which MaII and MbIII are divalent and trivalent metal
cations and An- is an exchangeable inorganic or organic interlayer anion. Although
occasionally found as naturally occurring minerals, LDHs are frequently synthesised in
the laboratory, which provides a way to tune the chemistry according to the particular
need. This synthetic approach also means that trace heavy metals, which can be
present in naturally occurring clays, can be specifically avoided.
As is the case for clays such as the often studied montmorillonites, LDHs with their
plate-like nanostructure can be used as active fillers in biodegradable polymers,
providing improved mechanical and barrier properties and, with suitable modification,
can confer biological activity for applications in food packaging. In this context, LDHs
are typically modified with different anions, targeting better compatability with and
dispersion in hydrophobic or semi-hydrophobic matrices. Interestingly, although there
have been extensive studies on LDHs for pharmaceutical uses (e.g., controlled release
of anti-inflammatory and antibiotic drugs), investigations related to food packaging are
limited in number and particularly so when melt-processing techniques are
considered.
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In a recent project funded by the Danish Strategic Research Council, long-chain
carboxylic acid-modified Mg-Al LDH was prepared and investigated as filler in extruded
L-polylactide (PLA) films.
The outcome was significant degradation of PLA as demonstrated by molecular weight
determinations. Subsequent studies suggested that catalytically active Mg centers in
the LDH might be amongst a number of contributing factors. These findings, although
negative in respect to PLA, do not exclude the possibility of using organomodified LDHs
for enhancement of other food packaging plastics and, even in the case of PLA and
other polyesters, new approaches to coating or otherwise modifying the nanofiller
could provide solutions.
NOTES
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Contributions of nanotechnology to DNA
analysis. An example of multidisciplinary
approach with applications on the food
sector
Marta Prado
International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory- INL, Braga, Portugal
marta.prado@inl.int

ABSTRACT
The combination of nanotechnology and molecular biology is an emerging research
field of huge potential, by nature multi-disciplinary and with interesting applications
and possibilities for industrial exploitation. Crossing boundaries and merging both
areas of research allows exploring how those disciplines could benefit from each other.
This presentation will focus on the implications of nanoscience and nanotechnologies
on environment monitoring, security and food quality control and how developments
in these areas are of great importance for consumer protection. Among the projects
currently on going, some deal with the application of nanotechnologies to DNA
analysis for food samples, such as: Application of nanoscience and micro- and
nanotechnologies for the detection of ruminant origin meals in feeds, or Combination
of Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and nanoparticles (NPs) for food and
environmental analytical purposes among others.
On one side, DNA is a very interesting molecule for analytical purposes, due to the high
sensitivity that can be achieved, that allows us to identify the presence of a specific
ingredient or organism at trace level, and that is a highly resistant molecule, able to
resist severe heat treatments like the ones applied in the food industry. On the other
side, inorganic NPs can be tailored in a wide range of chemical composition (e.g.,
metal, metal oxide), surface modification, size, shape, and structure. These
parameters, in turn, determine the unique surface and physical properties of NPs,
which are very different from those of the corresponding bulk materials. Combining
both NPs and DNA have interesting applications in food sector that would be
discussed.
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Antiviral food packaging in food industry
Gloria Sánchez
IATA-CSIC, Valencia, Spain
gloriasanchez@iata.csic.es

ABSTRACT
There is a growing concern over human exposure to enteric viruses through
contaminated food products or water. Data on viral foodborne diseases are still
fragmented, focusing on either particular countries or particular pathogens only.
Nonetheless, epidemiological evidence indicates that enteric viruses, particularly
human norovirus (NoV) and also hepatitis A virus (HAV), are the leading cause of
foodborne illness in developed countries. These viruses are transmitted via the faecal–
oral route and are very stable in the environment. Thus enteric viruses are able to
persist extended periods of time in food-contact surfaces, being an important source
of infection.
Although there is a growing trend to develop packaging materials with antimicrobial
activity, so far few studies have investigated the antiviral activity of food packaging.
Here we review the data available on packaging with virucide properties as well as the
future perspective of this research area.
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On the suitability of thermal analysis for
monitoring the degradation state of
polylactide
Laura Santonja Blasco, Jose David Badia, Alfonso Martínez
Felipe, Amparo Ribes Greus
Instituto de Tecnología de Materiales. Universidad Politécnica de Valencia,
46022 Valencia, Spain.
aribes@ter.upv.es
ABSTRACT
Polylactide (PLA) achieved much attention in packaging or agriculture uses. A large
number of external agents (1,2,3) can affect its degradation during its life cycle such as
temperature, water, weathering, microorganisms, radiation etc. The aim of this work is
to analyze how the decrease of molar mass due to thermal, biodegradation or
photodegradation affects the thermal properties of the polylactide. The material
studied is a PLA2002D manufactured by Natureworks. Different degraded samples
were analyzed. The thermally degraded samples were obtained keeping the PLA
pellets in a press at 220ºC at different times. The plates were prepared from the
original pellets by melt compression in a hydraulic press at 210ºC in five pressure
steps. The biodegradation of plates was studied in soil during up to 60 months
according to ISO 846-1997. Photodegradation test was carried out using an accelerated
exposure system at 478 W/m2 with a Xenon lamp with solar filter in a maximum of
5100 hours of exposure. Samples were characterized by Gel Permeation
Chromatography, Differential Scanning Calorimetry and Optical Microscopy.
The variation of the molar mass with the degradation time has a different behavior in
thermal, bio and photodegraded samples. The effect of decreasing molar mass is
noticeable on the glass transition, cold crystallization and melting temperatures as well
as in their respective enthalpies and on the linear growth rates of specimens
isothermally crystallized from the melt. The combination of the results from the
different techniques suggested that the samples thermally degraded have the slowest
crystallization process, followed by those photo and biodegraded. Therefore by means
of thermal analysis is stressed that each degradation mechanism is governed by a
particular mechanism.
1

Santonja-Blasco L., Moriana R, Badía J. D., Ribes-Greus A. Polymer Degradation and Stability 95 (2010) 2185-2191.
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Badía J. D, Santonja-Blasco L, Moriana R, Ribes-Greus A. Polymer Degradation and Stability 95 (2010) 2192-2199.
Badia, J. D., Strömberg, Emma, Ribes-Greus, A., Karlsson, Sigbritt. European Polymer Journal 2011;47;7: 14161428.
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Research in Nanofibrillated Cellulose
- Latest Achievements
Pia Qvintus, Markus Linder, Ali Harlin, Hans-Peter Hentze,
Tekla Tammelin, Vesa Kunnari, Mika Vähä-Nissi
VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland, Finland
mika.vaha-nissi@vtt.fi

ABSTRACT
Nanocellulose has potential for a number of applications. The key is to understand
how the structure and interactions of nanocellulose affect its feasibility. The research
at VTT relates to the whole production chain – from raw materials to development of
production process and modification of nanocellulose material for various applications.
The main areas of our interest are soft matter (emulsions, hydrogels), condensed
matter (composites), porous matter (filters, adsorbents) and films (barriers,
adhesives).
Raw materials for nanocellulose are typically wood or pulp. This is the approach
selected by industry. However, other possible raw materials include annual plants,
fruits and vegetables, marine sources, bacterial sources, and biomass side streams.
Significant cost for producing nanocellulose comes from energy. Therefore, it is
essential to understand the fundamental thermodynamics and the surface properties,
and to see the alternative processing routes. Different types of modifications prove an
efficient way of facilitating production and resulting in functionalized nanocellulose.
VTT has recently developed together with Aalto University a method to manufacture
film from UPM fibril cellulose. This method enables industrial scale roll-to-roll
production. Thanks to the controlled process parameters, the films do not shrink and
they are completely even.
One corner stone is a wide set of analytical techniques to characterize the
nanocellulose both during the production but also as a part of final products. Likewise,
the safe handling and use of all nanomaterials is an essential part of the research.
Although nanocellulose is a natural material and is part of our biological environment,
a responsible use requires addressing all potential aspects of safety. The expanded use
of nanocellulose will lead to a demand of standardized materials that have predefined
and predictable properties.
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Some Aspects Of The Thermal
Decomposition Of The Green Starch /
Poly(Vinyl Alcohol)/Montmorillonite
Nanocomposites
I) Influence Of The Nanoparticle Type
Cornelia Vasile, Manuela-Tatiana Nistor
"Petru Poni" Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry, Department of
Physical Chemistry of Polymers, 41A Gr. Ghica Voda Alley, 700487, Iasi,
Romania.
cvasile@icmpp.ro

ABSTRACT
In the present study starch/poly(vinyl alcohol)/montmorillonite nanocomposites
with 2 wt. % clay with potential use as packaging materials were studied. They have
been prepared by melt mixing method. For these loadings, the inorganic fillers are
well dispersed throught the PVA/starch matrix, i.e. the nanocomposites formed are
mostly intercalated hybrids. The aim of this study is to establish the effect of the
nanofillers nature on the thermal decomposition of the nanocomposites. The
thermal behaviour of the 50% PVA / 50% starch blend and its nanocomposites with
2 wt. % clay such as Nanocor I28, Peruvian clay and Bentonite has been investigated
by thermogravimetric analysis coupled with DSC, FT-IR and mass spectrometry. The
volatile products of the blend and nanocomposites were studied by in situ vapor
phase FT-IR spectra and mass spectrometry techniques under a controlled
temperature/time programme. Apart from the identification of the volatile
products formed and kinetics some considerations on the mechanism of formation
of the products is proposed in accordance with the previously developed general
mechanism for PVA and starch degradation. The clay-PVA/starch nanocomposites
shows completely different degradation product distribution pattern, which may be
attributed to the presence of Si-O-C linkages formed between clay and blend
components.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: We are grateful for the support received from COST FA0904
action and Marie Curie FP7 program, grant PIRSES GA-2009-247550.
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Incorporation of functional compounds in
edible packaging materials for food
applications: influence in materials'
properties
António A. Vicente, Ana I. Bourbon, Miguel A. Cerqueira
IBB – Institute for Biotechnology and Bioengineering, Centre for Biological
Engineering, University of Minho, Campus de Gualtar, Braga, Portugal.
avicente@deb.uminho.pt

ABSTRACT
Edible packaging is one of the potential technologies that can be used to increase the
storability of foods and to improve the existent packaging technology. Recently, edible
packaging appears as an efficient vehicle for functional compounds such as
antioxidants, antimicrobial and antifungal in order to enhance food stability, quality,
functionality and safety. Recent developments have been achieved regarding the
utilization of new materials and the study of the incorporation of functional
ingredients and the their influence on relevant properties such as barrier, mechanical
and surface properties.
Antioxidant compounds such as extracts from Gleditsia triacanthos and α-tocopherol
were incorporated into galactomannan and chitosan films, respectively, and showed to
influence transport, mechanical and colour properties of the films, while also
promoting the antioxidant capacity of the films (1,2). The incorporation of
antimicrobial compounds, such as nisin, showed to influence the properties of coatings
and films, leading to the improvement of the physical properties of the films.
Moreover, the obtained coatings and films showed antimicrobial activity against e.g.
Listeria monocytogenes (3,4). A different behaviour was observed for the
incorporation of natamycin in chitosan films were the presence of this antifungal
compound lead to the increase of water vapour, oxygen and carbon dioxide
permeability (5). Furthermore, the incorporation of bioactive compounds (a peptide
fraction from whey protein concentrate hydrolysate, glycomacropeptide and
lactoferrin) were tested in chitosan films and the results showed that the addition of
protein-based compounds also affected transport properties of the films (6).
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Edible packaging shows suitability to incorporate functional compounds for further
application in the food industry; it is also shown how the main film properties can be
influenced with the incorporation of this compounds.
1

Cerqueira, M. A., Souza, B. W. S., Martins, J. T., Teixeira, J. A., & Vicente, A. A. (2010). Seed extracts of Gleditsia
triacanthos: functional properties evaluation and incorporation into galactomannan films. Food Research
International, in Press.
2
Martins, J. T., Cerqueira, M. A., & Vicente, A. A. (2012). Influence of α-tocopherol on physicochemical properties of
chitosan-based films. Food Hydrocolloids, 27, 220-227
3
Martins, J. T., Bourbon, A. I., Pinheiro, A. C., Cerqueira, M. A., & Vicente, A. A. (2011). Biodegradable composite
films based on k-carrageenan/locust bean gum blends and clays: Physical and antimicrobial properties. In: IFT
Annual Meeting & Food Expo - Technical Program - Book of Abstracts. New Orleans, USA: Institute of Food
Technologists, 525 W.Van Buren Street, Suite 1000, Chicago, lIIinois 60607.
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Martins, J. T., Cerqueira, M. A., Souza, B. W. S., Avides, M. C., & Vicente, A. A. (2010). Shelf Life Extension of Ricotta
Cheese Using Coatings of Galactomannans from Nonconventional Sources Incorporating Nisin against Listeria
monocytogenes. Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry, 58(3), 1884-1891.
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Fajardo, P., Martins, J. T., Fuciños, C., Pastrana, L., Teixeira, J. A., & Vicente, A. A. (2010). Evaluation of a chitosanbased edible film as carrier of natamycin to improve the storability of Saloio cheese. Journal of Food Engineering,
101(4), 349-356.
6
Bourbon, A. I., Pinheiro, A. C., Cerqueira, M. A., Rocha, C. M. R., Avides, M. C., Quintas, M. A. C., & Vicente, A. A.
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Development of new antibacterial
microcomposite for food packaging
STSM holder: Antonella Marra1
Co-authors: Clara Silvestre2, Sossio Cimmino2, Donatella
Duraccio2, Marilena Pezzuto2, Veronica Ambrogi1, Ida Romano3 ,
Gitte Alsing Pedersen4, Jens J. Sloth4
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Istituto di Chimica e Tecnologia dei Polimeri (ICTP)-CNR, Via Campi Flegrei
34, 80078 Pozzuoli, Napoli, Italy
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Istituto di Chimica Biomolecolare (ICB)- CNR, Pozzuoli, Napoli, Italy
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Technical University of Denmark (DTU) Food, National Food Institute,
Division of Food Chemistry Mørkhøj Bygade 19, 2860 Søborg, Denmark
marranto.nella@libero.it

ABSTRACT
The food packaging industry in recent years, has been involved in the overall process
of product quality improvement showing a remarkable evolution: it has extended,
expanded, and refined the traditional packaging methods and added new ones.
Moreover with the move toward globalization, it is required safety and longer shelf
life, along with the monitoring of safety and quality based upon international
standards. The purpose of the present work is that to develop new film based on
isotactic polypropylene (iPP) and zinc oxide (ZnO) with improved barrier, mechanical
properties and antibacterial activity for applications in the food packaging sector.
ZnO powder has been mixed with iPP in two different amounts (2 and 5% in wt) by
using a twin screw extruder by varying the composition. In order to increase the
compatibility between the organic matrix and the oxide, polypropylene grafted with
maleic anhydride (PPgMA) has been used as compatibilizer. In particular, three
compatibilizers with different percentage of maleic anhydride in the chain and
different molecular weight, were used. The pure components and the samples have
been characterized by DSC, TGA, WAXD, SEM. Mechanical properties,
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photodegradation, barrier properties, antibacterial activity and migration tests have
been measured on films obtained by compression molding.
The results indicate that the thermal stability of iPP/ZnO composites is improved
respect to neat iPP and increases with the ZnO content; SEM micrographs show a
relatively good dispersion of ZnO in iPP and the PPgMA enhances the interaction
between ZnO and polymer matrix. The incorporation of sub-micron ZnO particles
imparts significant improvements on the photo-degradation resistance of iPP to UV
irradiation. The permeability to O2 increases when the amount of ZnO is 2% and the
presence of PPgMA does not affect further the oxygen permeability of iPP/ZnO
composites. The antibacterial results show that the bacterial concentration decreases
with increasing concentration of ZnO (both with and without compatibilizer) and the
presence of compatibilizer slows and inhibits the bactericidal effect of ZnO.
The purpose of the STSM was to assess the safety of this material through migration
tests. Migration into fatty foodstuff and acetic foodstuff was studied by using food
simulants and extraction test into solvent: 95% ethanol and iso-octane (as food
simulant for fatty food) and 3% acetic acid (as food simulant for acetid food). Specific
migration of particles was deteced by ICP-MS analysis of the migrate. Specific
migration of maleic anhydride was detected by GC-MS analysis. The results show that:
the total migration is low into fatty foodstufs; in particular ZnO migration is very low
whereas maleic anhydride doesn’t migrate at all. Whereas ZnO can not be used for
acetic food.
Acknowledgments: A.M. would like to thank the MC of COST ActionFA0904 for the
assignement of a STSM at National Food Istitute of the Technical University of
Denmark
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ABSTRACT
For
designing
nanostructured,
protective
packaging
materials,
the
electrospinning/electrospraying is a cost-effective techique. Aiming to obtain
chitosan-based nanofibers, the effect of various formulation parameters on fiberforming ability was investigated: chitosan molecular weight and concentration in acetic
acid aqueous solutions, solvent concentration and also the electrospinning
parameters: feed rate, distance, voltage. In this work chitosan/vitmin E mixtures will
be applied by electrospinning/electrospraying onto PE films treated by corona effect.
The corona treatment was used to promote the chitosan adhesion to the PE surface.
The new materials can be optimised by the antimicrobial – antioxidant synergistic
effect of natural polysaccharide chitosan and selected plant phenolic
antioxidant/vitamin E. The effect of vitamine addition, corona treatment and
electrospinning/electrospraying conditions on the structure and morphology of the
hybrid materials obtained will be characterized by FTIR/ATR-FTIR, SEM, fluorescence
microscopy and antimicrobial efficiency point of view (in vitro testing).
Acknowledgements: S.C. LORACOM S.R.L., Roman, Romania
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to investigate the behaviour of polymer blends based on PVC during
special flow conditions focusing the attention on the changes in microstructure induced by the
deformation history. It is known that during processing flows polymer blends display different
morphologies which affect their rheological behaviour and ultimate tensile properties as well.
Blends of PVC and PEMA with 90/10 weight ratio were prepared in a Brabender plasticorder and
extruded under two different rotational speeds.
The influence of processing conditions on ultimate mechanical properties was studied using
uniaxial tensile measurements.
Fusion characteristics determined from the brabender plastograms show that processibility of PVC
is significantly improved when PEMA is added. Mechanical properties of blends are also enhanced
when PVC is modified with PEMA. Tensile results show that end use properties of studied blends
are significantly influenced by the way the components are brought together into direct contact.
Materials with higher Young’s modulus and tensile strength and lower elongation are obtained
when the material is processed in extruder instead of a brabender. Regarding the speeds of
extrusion higher Young’s modulus and tensile strength and lower elongation are noticed at lower
rotations per minute. These results entirely agree with results from SEM, DMTA and parallel plate
measurements previously done.
An attempt for further improvement of the PVC/PEMA blend properties by incorporation of
nanoclay particles was made. A brabender mixer was used for mixing a blend of PVC/PEMA 90/10
with 5wt% of nanoclay. The nanocomposite was characterized using tensile tests, DMTA and
capillary rheometer. Tensile results show that materials with higher tensile modulus and lower
elongation are obtained. From DMA data it can be seen that storage modus curve of
PVC/PEMA/nanoclay is above the curve of PVC/PEMA, which implies that the nanoclay has
reinforcing effect on the PVC/PEMA matrix. The flow and viscosity curves of PVC/PEMA and
PVC/PEMA/nanoclay blends, obtained under steady shearing conditions, follow the power law
relationship.
Acknowledgements: The research leading to these results has received support from the European
Community’s through a STSM in the framework of COST action FA0904.
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ABSTRACT
Polymer composites containing nanofillers are among the most promising research
fields for advanced materials. Carbon nanotubes are considered an ideal inclusion for
polymer nanocomposites due to superior electrical, thermal, and mechanical
properties which can be explaned with the unique atomic structure of nanotubes.
MWCNTs are used as extremely strong nano-reinforcements for composites to
producing a new generation of fiber reinforced plastics with better application
properties. In this experimental study iPP/MWCNT polymer nanocomposites with the
nanofiller concentrations 0.05-1%wt MWCNT at the maleic anhydride amount from 0
to 7.5wt % are investigated.
An experimental study is conducted to examine the influence of MWCNT and
compatibilizer content on the thermal, the mechanical and the viscoelastic properties
of PP/MWCNT nanocomposites. Extrudate samples are characterized by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) and
microindentation tests.
Different microindentation characteristics of nanocomposites are used to determine
the resistance against plastic and elastic deformation and scientific approach for
determination of some important mechanical properties. Standard Vickers
microhardness test determined by residual surface impression method based on loaddisplacement curves is used.
DSC results show increasing the crystallization temperature of maleinated PP with
enchancing of MWCNT content. DMTA results prove the good modification properties
of maleic anhydride in MWCNT/PP nanocomposites at 0.5wt% nanotubes
concentration. Analyzing of elastic modulus received from DMTA and microindentation
with increasing nanotubes concentration.
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Diffusion mechanisms of solutes in edible
packaging materials – comparison
between macro and nano scale
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The concept of active and intelligent packaging and the use of biopolymers for food
packaging have received a lot of interest over the last years. Transport mechanisms of
bioactive compounds in biopolymer matrices are an important factor in the
development of such packaging solutions. Biopolymers obtained by natural resources
(e.g. chitosan) have been proved to be nontoxic, biodegradable, and biocompatible
and in many cases have bioactive properties. Such properties led to a great number of
applications in food, pharmaceutical and bio-medical industries over the last years. The
main objectives of this work were to investigate the diffusion mechanisms of bioactive
compounds from chitosan-based films under different environmental conditions, and
to evaluate the transport mechanisms at the nano-scale. Diffusion of bioactive
compounds from chitosan films and from nanolayered biopolymer films was
investigated by obtaining experimental data on the release kinetics of bioactive
compounds under different conditions. The most appropriate mathematical models
were selected from literature and were fitted to the experimental data using nonlinear regression. Results showed that at the macro-scale, transport of bioactive
compounds from polymeric films followed a Linear Superimposition Model which
accounts for both Fickian transport behaviour and polymer relaxation (case II
transport), due to solutes’ release from the matrix disentangled by swelling. For the
release of compounds from nanolayered films, the transport mechanism followed a
Fickian behaviour – indicating that transport was only driven by the concentration
gradient with no evidence of polymer reconfiguration due to contact with a liquid
medium.
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ABSTRACT
Innovations constantly appear in food packaging, always aiming at creating a more
efficient quality preservation system while improving foods’ attractiveness and
marketability. The utilization of renewable sources for packaging materials, such as
hydrocolloids from biological origin, is one of the main trends of the food packaging
industry. Edible coatings have been considered as one of the potential technologies
that can be used to increase the storability of foods and to improve the existent
packaging technology, helping to ensure microbial safety and preservation of food
from the influence of external factors.
In view of these advantages concerning the application of edible coating solutions,
recent developments have been achieved regarding the utilization of new materials.
Work has been developed on the application of galactomannans, chitosan, Policaju,
and collagen-based coatings on fruits (1, 2), cheese (3, 4) and fish (5), with the
incorporation in some cases of antimicrobials and antifungals (5,7). Recently, the layerby-layer technique was used to apply these bio-based coatings as a nanolayer in fruits
such as pears and mangoes (8, 9) using materials such as chitosan, lysozyme, pectin
and k-carrageenan.
Globally, results showed that the application of bio-based coatings on food products
lead to the improvement of the quality and to the increase of shelf-life of food
products. It is viewed that in a near future tailored edible packaging solutions based on
natural biopolymers can be applied to selected foods, partially replacing nonbiodegradable/non-edible plastics.
1

Lima, A. M., Cerqueira, M. A., Souza, B. W. S., Santos, E. C. M., Teixeira, J. A., Moreira, R. A., & Vicente, A. A. (2010).
New edible coatings composed of galactomannans and collagen blends to improve the postharvest quality of fruits
– Inﬂuence on fruits gas transfer rate. Journal of Food Engineering, 97, 101–109.
2
Souza, M. P., Cerqueira, M. A., Souza, B. W. S., Teixeira, J. A., Porto, A. L. F., Vicente, A. A., & Carneiro-da-Cunha, M.
G. (2010). Polysaccharide from Anacardium occidentale L. tree gum (Policaju) as a coating for Tommy Atkins
mangoes. Chemical Papers, 64(4), 475-481.
3
Cerqueira, M. A., Lima, A. M., Souza, B. W. S., Teixeira, J. A., Moreira, R. A., & Vicente, A. A. (2009). Functional
Polysaccharides as Edible Coatings for Cheese. Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry, 57(4), 1456-1462.
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characterization of a nanomultilayer coating of pectin and chitosan – Evaluation of its gas barrier properties and
application on ‘Tommy Atkins’ mangoes. Journal of Food Engineering, 110(3), 457-464.
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ABSTRACT
The printing and packaging properties of ordinary PP materials were modified by self made
nanometer SiO2 and the effects of different SiO2 proportion were investigated
The results showed that SiO2 modification not only greatly increased the mechanical
properties of PP but also improved its universal performance including polarity, ink adhesion
and solvents residual and therefore enable PP materials better meet the requirements for food
packaging industry .
PP film ranks the second in flexible packaging materials consumption due to its excellent
performance , it also approximately 30% in composite flexible packaging materials. Despite its
various advantages , PP also exists some drawbacks including low polarity and bad ink
adhesion, low peeling strength of composite films which could cause bubble problem or even
layer abscission.
Aluminized composite layer is apt to transfer in VMCPP due to the bad adhersion between CPP
and Al layer. High friction coefficient lead to bad compatibility with auto packaging production
line. Besides, solvents in printing ink and adhesives are hard to figure out that solvents residue
exceed the standard rate for packaging materials.
To solve the above problems, ordinary PP flexible packaging materials were modified by selfmade nano- SiO2 agent, the results showed that the properties of modified PP including
polarity and crystal structures has changed largely, thus is mechanic property, printability and
composite performance has improved and meanwhile made PP materials meet requirement
for food packaging because modified PP materials reduced its solvents residue of ink adhesives
in flexil packaging materials.
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ABSTRACT
Antimicrobial surfaces have shown promising results in preventing the outbreak of
food related diseases and improvement of industrial hygiene in the food industry.
Most systems however rely on the release of antimicrobials into the environment.
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) together with long wave UV light (UV-A) pose an alternative to
such applications as the antimicrobial effect relies on photocatalysis rather than
antimicrobial compounds. In this study of antimicrobial surfaces coated with TiO2,
detection of residual microbial contamination on the surfaces was carried out by
impedance microbiology. In this way errors from potential retention of microbes, that
some traditional hygienic tests face, were avoided.
Suspensions of Escherichia coli strain MG1655 and the fungi Debaromyces hansenii,
Aspergillus brasiliensis and Penicillium brevicompactum were applied to stainless steel
items coated with TiO2 and uncoated controls. Following incubation for 2 hours, half
of both coated and uncoated items were exposed to UV irradiation (367 nm, 0.2
mW/cm2) for 1 hour. The other half was kept in the dark for 1 hour as controls.
Detection of viable microbes on the surfaces by impedance microbiology was
performed using µTrack 4200 (SY-LAB, Austria). Detection times were correlated to the
initial load (CFU) present on the items.
A 3-4 log10 reduction in CFUs of E. coli on the TiO2 coated items exposed to UV was
observed when compared to control items. Minor reductions were observed for D.
hansenii and no reductions were observed for A. brasiliensis and P. brevicompactum.
The results document the antibacterial effect of TiO2 coatings and that it has potential
for improving industrial hygiene and food safety without the release of antimicrobial
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and potential harmful substances. Furthermore, impedance microbiology has been
showed to be a supplement to traditional testing methods for antimicrobial surfaces as
it does not require the removal of the microbial contamination from the surfaces.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays in different sectors of national economy, especially packing, polymer materials are
increasingly exploited. Polymers commonly are used as a direct replacement for other
materials because they are lightweight, corrosion resistant, unbreakable and can be easily
processed in different shapes. In literature there are many researches about neat polymer and
inorganic filler composites and nanocomposites but considerably less effort is devoted to the
development of polymer blend nanocomposites. In this way one can obtain new materials
with advanced properties and broadened scope of applications. In many cases development of
composite materials is also cheaper and less time consuming than synthesis of completely new
materials with a lot of uncertainties about their performance in exploitation conditions.
The current research is devoted to our first efforts in zinc oxide (ZnO) nanofiller modified
polymer compositions. Nanostructured ZnO filler is used in variety of applications due to its
photocatalytic reaction. It ensures self-purification, what is important in medicine as well as
different antibacterial coatings and packing. Besides it, addition of ZnO usually improves
tribological, mechanical and other properties of materials.
In this work the effect of plasma synthesized ZnO nanoparticles on the structure and
properties of various thermoplastic polymers such as polyoxymethylene (POM), polypropylene
(PP), ethylene- octane copolymers (EOC) and their binary blends is investigated. Composites
POM/EOC and PP/EOC have been obtained in a large component wt.-to-wt. ratio (0-50 % by
EOC weight content) by using twin screw extruder. The amount of nanostructured filler ZnO in
the both composites is changed in the interval from 0 wt. % to 5 wt. %.
Structure as well as mechanical and rheological properties of ZnO POM/EOC and PP/EOC
nanocomposites have been investigated. In general results show that at small amount of EOC
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impact strength of the investigated POM/EOC and PP/EOC increase. Besides it, addition of EOC
increases flexibility, vapour sorption behaviour of the investigated compositions. In the same
time addition of ZnO improve heat resistance and mechanical properties of the investigated
polymers and their blends to certain extent.
NOTES
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ABSTRACT
Possibility to improve properties of polymeric foils commonly used for food and
beverage packaging attracts considerable attention. One of the most promising
approaches to modify for instance wettability, printability or barrier properties of
polymeric foils is their coating by thin films. In this study we have focused on detailed
investigation of properties of thin films of hydrocarbon or fluorocarbon plasma
polymers deposited on PP or PET foils. These films were deposited either by plasma
polymerization of n-hexane in the case of hydrocarbon films or by RF magnetron
sputtering of polytetrafluoroethylene target in argon atmosphere in the case of
fluorocarbon plasma polymers. The main attention was paid to the monitoring of the
deposition process by the optical emission spectroscopy, to the evaluation of chemical
composition of deposited films using XPS and FT-IR and to film barrier properties.
Wettability of the films, their mechanical properties measured by nano-indentation
method, optical properties as measured by UV-VIS spectrometry were also studied. For
the investigation of the film barrier properties a new apparatus for gas permeability
measurements was developed. This set-up is based on measuring the temporal
pressure rise in a vacuum chamber evacuated originally to the base pressure of 1x10-7
mbar and separated from the surrounding environment by tested polymeric foil. This
in fact follows concept of so called dynamic method of measurement of gas
permeability through the foils. In addition, this apparatus allows utilization of mass
spectrometer, which enables to measure also temporal evolution of abundance of
different molecules penetrating the foil.
This work was supported by COST FA0904 and COST CZ grant LD11032.
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ABSTRACT
Polymers are a very attractive class of materials for use in sensor applications due to
the fact that their chemical and physical properties may be tailored over a wide range
of characteristics. The above possibilities are enormously expanded by the latest grow
of nanotechnology and the emergence of a new class of nanocomposite materials with
improved properties. In this work results on conductive polymers and polymer
nanocomposites for the detection of humidity, alcohol vapors and ammonia gas are
presented. The latter would potentially be applicable on smart sensors embedded in
food packaging for the assessment of food freshness or spoilage.
Two types of sensitive layers were prepared: inherited conductive polymers based on
polyaniline for the detection of ammonia and
polymer/carbon nanotubes
nanocomposites for the detection of water and ethanol vapor. Polyaniline was
synthesized directly on top of quartz substrates and then deposited in micro
interdigitated electrodes using the Laser Induced Forward Transfer technique.
Conductive polymer nanocomposites were prepared by dispersing multiwalled carbon
nanotubes in the polymer solution by ultrasonication. The gas sensors were realized by
depositing thin films of the nanocomposites on copper interdigitated electrodes of a
printed circuit board by solution casting.
The concentration of the target vapor in the measurement cell was adjusted by a setup allowing controlled evaporation and mixing of the desired liquid with the purge gas
(nitrogen) while ammonia concentration was controlled using mass-flow controllers.
The response of the sensors to humidity, ethanol vapor and ammonia gas was
examined by measuring the change in electrical resistance of the prepared active
layers. The results showed a monotonically increase of response S=(R-Ro)/Ro for
various vapor and ammonia gas concentration. Reversibility and reproducibility of the
response was also observed.
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ABSTRACT
In the field of packaging isotactic polypropylene (iPP) films hold a prominent position because
of their transparency, brilliance, low specific weight, chemical inertness and easy
processability. Unfortunately, polypropylene, like other polyolefins, is characterized by low
barrier properties, which results in poor protection of the packaged food (1). One of the most
useful methods to improve polypropylene drawbacks is to add a second component (2,3,4).
Isotropic films of isotactic polypropylene iPP/ hydrogenated oligocyclopentadiene (HOCP)
blends were introduced few years ago in the packaging sector. HOCP is a commercial resin
provided by Exxon with Mw=680 and Tg=89°C. It was found that, for given conditions of
preparation (melting temperature and rate of cooling), the films presented reduced
permeability to oxygen and to aroma, together with increase of elastic modulus and optical
properties, compared with pure iPP film. In order to improve the properties of iPP/HOCP
blends, nanocomposites have been prepared by adding to the blend different kinds of clays:
namely unmodified clay (Dellite HPS) and modified clay (Dellite 67G) both provided by Laviosa
Chimica Mineraria. In this paper the study of the rheological behaviour and the non
crystallization process in quiescent conditions and under shear of the binary (iPP/HOCP and
iPP/clay) and ternary (iPP/HOCP/clay ) blends is reported.
The following results were obtained:
1) the non crystallization behaviour in quiescent conditions depends on composition and
cooling rate: at a given cooling rate for all the samples the crystallization process shifts to
lower temperatures with respect to plain iPP. These results can be attributed to the diluent
effect of HOCP (for the binary and ternary blends containing HOCP) and to the presence of clay
particles that effect the transport of macromolecules chains toward the growing nuclei;
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2) the in-situ SAXS experiments revealed that the temperature at which crystal growth rate is
at a maximum is strongly dependent on the temperature at which the shear flow was applied.
In the melt after shear flow, extended polymer chains were will be relaxing towards isotropic
state. If crystallisation takes place before the chains are full relaxed, the extended chains acts
as row nuclei which has 2 consequences. The first is a high level of common orientation of the
crystals and second that crystallisation occurs at higher temperatures, essentially the chains
are nucleating agents. As the polymer will crystallise in any event, the questions is really how
much is directed by row nuclei and how much by randomly arrange nuclei. This changes the
crystallisation temperature and the level of anisotropy. The clay platelet orientation is affected
by flow but it does not template the crystallisation, although clearly the crystallisation
behaviour depends on the details of the clay and other components;
3) the rheological parameters depend on clay: the increase of flow activation energy in the
systems containing HPS could indicate good swelling with oligomer, and a better affinity for
the HOCP respect to iPP. Moreover HPS inhibits the orientation parameter of iPP in agreement
with the increase of the flow activation energy and confirming the better affinity of HPS with
HOCP.
1

Karian, H.G. (ed.). Handbook of Polypropylene and Polypropylene Composites. Marcel Dekker: New York, 1999
Karger-Kocsis J. (ed.). Polypropylene: Structure, Blends and Composites. Chapman and Hall: London, 1995.
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ABSTRACT
Polylactic acid (PLA) is one of the most promising biodegradable material from
renewable resources for food packaging applications. PLA shows good recyclability,
compostability, transparency and has good processability. However, application of PLA
polymer for food packaging was not possible, because of the poor mechanical, barrier
and oxidative properties. In recent researches PLA polymer has been filled with
plastifiers and/or nanoscaled particles with aim to design materials with defined and
desirable properties. Nanosilica has an large surface area and smooth nonporous
surface which could promote strong physical contact between the filler and polymer
matrix. According to this fact incorporation of only a few weight percentage can
result in desirable improvements. The goal of this work was to investigate the
potentials of PLA /silica nano composites for food packaging application. Neat PLA and
PLA with 0.2 wt%, 0.5 wt%, 1wt%, 2wt% and 5wt% of nanosilica were prepared by
solution casting method in chloroform. Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) was
used to measure the Tg of the polymer nanocomposite samples with heating rate
10°C/min. Thermogravimetric analysis was performed for investigation of thermal
stability of all samples in nitrogen at heating rate 10°C/min from 25°C to 600°C.
Incorporation of nanoscale silica particles into PLA shows the improvement in
mechanical properties for very small concentration of nanosilica. Thermal
characteristics behavior of all samples did not show any significant improvement, but
also showed a constant thermal stability in comparison to neat PLA. As the applied
method provides the improvements of PLA thermal and mechanical properties, it is a
very good starting point for developing novel materials for food packaging
applications.
Key words: PLA, nanosilica, food packaging application
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Electrospun polymeric nanowebs
incorporating vanillin/cyclodextrin
inclusion complexes for food packaging
applications
Fatma Kayaci and Tamer Uyar
UNAM-Institute of Materials Science & Nanotechnology, Bilkent
University, Ankara Turkey
tamer@unam.bilkent.edu.tr

ABSTRACT
We produced functional nanowebs containing vanillin having prolonged shelf-life and high
temperature stability facilitated by cyclodextrin (CD) inclusion complexation. Polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) nanowebs incorporating vanillin/cyclodextrin inclusion complex (vanillin/CD-IC) were
produced via electrospinning technique (Figure 1). The vanillin/CD-IC was prepared with three
types of CDs; α-CD, β-CD and γ-CD to find out the most favorable CD type for the stabilization
of vanillin. PVA/vanillin/CD-IC nanofibers having fiber diameters around ~200 nm were
successfully electrospun from aqueous solution mixture of PVA and vanillin/CD-IC. Our results
indicated that the vanillin with enhanced durability and high temperature stability was
achieved for PVA/vanillin/CD-IC nanowebs due to complexation of vanillin with CD whereas
the PVA nanofibers without the CD-IC could not effectively preserve the vanillin. In addition,
we observed that PVA/vanillin/γ-CD-IC nanoweb was more effective for the stabilization and
slow release of vanillin suggesting that the strength of interaction between vanillin and the γCD cavity is stronger when compared to α-CD and β-CD. Our study shows that the
electrospinning of nanowebs incorporating cyclodextrin inclusion complexes would be very
effective for achieving long-term shelf-life and high temperature stability for volatile
flavors/fragrances and these functional nanowebs may be quite applicable in food industry
and active food packaging, etc.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of electrospinning polymeric nanowebs incorporating vanillin/CD-IC
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Nanomaterials based on polymer blends
Aneta Vasiljevik-Shikaleska1, Frederika Popovska Pavlovska2,
Sossio Cimmino3, Donatella Duraccio3, Clara Silvestre3
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Institute for Testing Materials and Development of New Technologies,
Skopje, R. Macedonia
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ABSTRACT
Advanced materials based on polymer blends are still intensively investigated not only
because this strategy offers the ability to manufacture materials with desired properties in
an efficient and cost effective way, but also because these blends may be used as polymer
matrices for producing nanocomposites. The incorporation of nanoparticles in these
matrices may further improve their physical, mechanical, barrier and other specific
properties (electrical/electronic properties, flammability resistance, properties, membrane
properties etc.) which are almost impossible to reach by component combination in
blends.
The aim of this work is to compare polymer blends without and with incorporated
nanoparticles. Therefore, blends of poly(vinylchloride) (PVC) and poly(ethylmethacrylate)
(PEMA), as well as PVC/PEMA blends with 5 wt% organic montmorillonite nanoclay were
prepared in a molten state using a brabender mixer.
These blends were characterized in a solid and molten state using dynamic mechanical
thermal analysis (DMTA), plate-plate rheometer, scanning electronic microscopy (SEM)
and tensile tests.
From these measurements rheological, morphological and tensile properties were
evaluated.
The results show that PEMA is well dispersed in the PVC matrix and homogenous
morphologies are obtained. Fracture surfaces of samples have the characteristics of
ductile failure of the material with high extent of plastic deformation The first and second
material functions, determined from rheological measurements, indicate that both,
PVC/PEMA and PVC/PEMA/clay samples are viscoelastic with pseudoplastic character of
the apparent viscosity. Positive changes of ultimate mechanical properties are observed.
Rheological behavior in such cases is very important to know because from it will depend
whether nanomaterials based on polymer blends can be manufactured using almost the
same processing conditions and equipment or will cause severe difficulties and higher
costs in production. Also, has to be emphasized that rheology plays the main role in
obtaining advanced materials with specific ultimate properties. Therefore, rheology of
polymer blends/polymer blends with nanoparticles has to be thoroughly investigated.
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Useful information
Location of Hotels

Hotel

Address

Website or booking email address

Las arenas

Eugenia Viñes, 22

http://www.hotelvalencialasarenas.com/

5 stars

+34 963120600

Zenit Valencia

Bailen, 8

4 stars

+34 963529000

Vincci Lys

Martinez Cubells, 5

4 stars

+34 963509550

Husa Dimar

Gran Via Marques del Turia, 80

4 stars

+34 963951030

Petit Palace
Germanias

Sueca, 14

http://www.zenithoteles.com

lys@vinccihoteles.com

germanias@hthoteles.com

+34 963513638

3 stars
SH Inglés

Marques de dos aguas, 6

3 stars

+34 963516426

NH Jardines del
Turia

Pintor Velazquez, s/n

Venecia

Plaza Ayuntamiento, 3

2 stars

+34 963524267

http://www.inglesboutique.com

nhjardinesdelturia@nh-hotels.com

+34 963905460

3 stars

www.hotel-dimar.com

reservas@hotelvenecia.com

Hotel locations and points of interest:
http://g.co/maps/h5xtc
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Useful Information
Location of the Venue
The IATA is situated on the outskirts of Valencia (Spain) and has good
transport connections.
Approximate distances:
7 km from the city centre (Main train station and Town Hall).
6 km from the airport (Manises).
3 km from the Congress Centre (Palacio de Congresos).
10 km from the City of Arts and Sciences leisure centre.
Whilst physically located in the municipality of Paterna, the nearby Valencia
University science campus and Valencian Television station, both
geographically situated in Burjassot, are good landmarks.
Means of access:
Metro line 4 (Tram service)
Take the destination Mas del Rosarí and get off at either TVV or Santa
Gemma. The institute is just a short walk away from either stop. Metro
frequency is every 20 minutes all year round from 6.00 h till 23.00 h.
Please note that not all trams go to Mas del Rosari. Some terminate at the
University of Valencia science campus (V. Andrés Estelles) and others deviate
to the Valencia Trade Fair site (Feria) or Ll. Llarga-Terramelar.
Connections
'Transbordo' tickets are available which permit the mixed use of bus, metro
and Tram to get to a destination. The Tram (line 4) coincides with Metro line
1 at Empalme and with Metro line 3 at Benimaclet. Bus and metro lines
coincide at various points on their respective routes.
Bus route 63
Take the destination Facultades and get off at Facultad de Farmacia. Either
take a 10 minute walk or take the Tram (line 4) from V. Andrés Estelles. This
line only operates during the university term time. Bus frequency is every 520 minutes depending on the time of day – displayed on information boards at
bus st
Taxi
Request "Televisión Valenciana, entrada trasera". Upon approaching the
television station indicate a red-brick building about 200 metres further down
the road which is the IATA
From the main train station (Estación del Norte)
To your left when facing the direction of arrival, there is a taxi rank outside
the main station building.
Bus route 63 also starts on the road running parallel to the station.
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A Metro stop Xativa (Metro lines 3 and 5) is located in front of the main
station entrance. Take the Metro to the next stop, Angel Guimerá.Change to
Metro line 1 and go to Emplame (the 4th stop) where you make a final change
to the Tram (Metro line 4).
Airport arrivals
The best option is to take a taxi direct to the institute. Bus and Metro (lines 3
and 5) services also operate to the city centre.
By car
From the 'Nuevo Centro' shopping centre located near the old river bed, take
'Avenida Pio XII' northwards leaving the city. Follow the main flow of traffic
through an underpass and cross two large roundabouts (the second of which is
located next to the 'Palacio de Congresos') until you are on the motorway
heading out of the city (Pista de Ademuz). Come off the motorway at Exit 4
(Paterna, Burjassot) bearing right where the exit bifurcates following signs for
'Burjassot', 'Centre TVV', 'Fira de Mostres' and 'Universitat'. The road descends
to a roundabout where you take the 4th exit to pass behind the Valencian
Television station ('Canal 9' and 'Punt 2'). The IATA is the red-brick building
about 200 metres ahead slightly to the right.
Google maps link
http://g.co/maps/u3rcu

UTM Coordinates
x: 721542.11
y: 4377256.72

Main entrance of Institute of Agrochemistry and Food Technology (IATA, CSIC)
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Weather in Valencia

Annual climogram for the city of Valencia. Red (upper), green (mid) and blue
(bottom) lines correspond to maximum, average and minimum temperatures,
respectively, with scale in left vertical axis. Histogram indicates the rainfall, in right
vertical axis, in mm. (Source: Wikimedia Commons)
Links of interest
Tourism in Valencia. Information about accommodation, transportation, restaurants,
cultural activities, museums, etc.
http://www.turisvalencia.es/home.aspx
Metro and tram system in Valencia
http://www.metrovalencia.es/page.php?idioma=_en
Bus system in Valencia
http://www.emtvalencia.es/ciudadano/index.php?lang=en
Public bikes in Valencia
http://www.valenbisi.com/How-does-it-work
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Map of Metro System
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